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Presence information characterizes all relevant context for handling user communications Currently,
presence-based applications are moving towards the mobile world in order to oﬀer ubiquitous userpersonalized services in Next Generation Networks. A barrier to success of this evolution is the great amount
of traﬃc that presence-based applications generate. This traﬃc harmfully impacts on the network core,
access links and mobile devices with scarce processing resources or limited battery life. Presence publications
trigger end-to-end communication flows that become unbearable as the number of “presentities”, watchers
and presence changes increase.
Thus, we propose controlling the rate of publications for reducing the number of presence publications. For
this purpose, we also present a pull approach that allows pausing and un-pausing presence publications.
Both strategies are based on publication filtering, which constitutes our third proposal for reducing the
number, in addition to the size, of presence publications.
ACM Classifications: C.2, C.4, C.4, H.4.3

1. Introduction
Next Generations Networks (NGNs) are a promising, although challenging, new world in telecommunications that is expected to bring tremendous advantages to both companies and individuals. One unified network that provides ubiquitous connectivity to services, applications and
information. The ultimate goal of NGNs is to provide end-users with always-on mobile services
that can be accessible from everywhere. User personalization is crucial for the success of next
generation applications and the presence service is being considered its key enabler. Presence
service has gained the leading role in maintaining and disseminating all context about users,
services and devices. Presence information is a well-known concept in applications such as Instant
Messaging and Push to Talk. Initially, this concept only covered basic information such as states
(on-line/oﬄine) and nick-names. Currently, this embraces nearly any context for adapting and
controlling network communications.
SIP for Instant Messaging and Presence Leveraging Extensions (SIMPLE) has become the de facto
signaling protocol for managing presence information. This is an IETF framework that consolidates
extensions of the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) (Rosenberg et al, 2002) and defines a presence
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Figure 1: SIMPLE publication and notification flows

event subscription model (Rosenberg, 2004a) as follows. Watchers send SUBSCRIBE messages to
presentities of interest in order to keep up to date with their presence. Presentities announce their
presence information by sending PUBLISH messages to their Presence Servers (PS). A PS is an
intermediate orchestrator between presentities and watchers. This maintains watcher subscriptions
to presentities and informs watchers of presentities’ presence changes by means of NOTIFY
messages. Although watchers can subscribe to each of their presentities directly, typically they
subscribe to their Resource List Servers (RLS) (Roach et al, 2006). An RLS subscribes to presentities
on behalf of watchers and notifies them of presence changes by means of Resource List Meta
Information (RLMI) documents (Roach et al, 2006). Figure 1 outlines this operation.
Widespread adoption of presence-enabled services is being restrained due to the large amount of
signaling traﬃc that presence services introduce. On one hand, the SIMPLE subscription model
requires watchers to send SUBSCRIBE messages periodically to prevent subscriptions from
expiring. On the other hand, a presence publication triggers end-to-end notification flows (in bold
in Figure 1) to notify each of the presentity’s watchers. This involves messages being exchanged
by the presentity, his or her PS, watchers’ RLSs and finally watchers. Thus, each presence
publication results in 2 + 4 * N messages, provided that N watchers are subscribed to the presentity.
As the number of presentities, watchers and presence publications goes up, the impact of presence
publications on network latency and servers can be severe. Taking into account that large-scale
federated presence services (i.e., millions of users in a domain subscribing to millions of users in
4
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other federated domains) are envisioned in NGNs, optimizing presence publication traﬃc is a
necessary step to make these services viable. Statistical analyses reveal the great amount of traﬃc
that presence applications involve. A study about MSN and AOL messenger applications (Xiao et
al, 2007) shows that their traﬃc is, for the most part, presence. Urrutia-Valdes et al (2006) conclude
that presence traﬃc can constitute above 50% of the total traﬃc handled by control servers in the
IP Multimedia Subsystem (3GPP, 2010). This result is alarming given that IMS is thought of as the
network infrastructure that will support NGNs. Presence traﬃc overload becomes even more
harmful and critical in presence-based location-based systems (LBS) since frequent location updates have to be disseminated in a timely fashion through PIDF-LO documents (Peterson, 2005).
This involves scalability and charging issues that are keeping mobile operators from implementing
presence-based LBS. In radio access networks, the eﬀect of frequent presence publications can be
especially dramatic on low-bandwidth links and wireless devices’ battery life and processing
capabilities. Furthermore, presence information has become a general concept that embraces all
kinds of contexts about not only users but also places, objects and any relevant entity in an application. In the near future, presence information will be enriched with diverse data generated by
calendar applications, social networks, sensor networks, social television, pervasive gaming, etc.
Such rich presence information is encoded by the eXtensible Markup Language (XML), which
constitutes a heavy burden for devices and links with scarce resources.
Probably due to the unpredictable behaviour of presence users, which makes the study of presence
publications especially diﬃcult, almost no optimizations of presence publications have emerged.
On the contrary, the fact that presence notifications are bound to subscription states, which
involves periodic refresh messages, paves the way for traﬃc optimization. SIMPLE has already
defined the RLS and conditional notifications (Niemi, 2009), which greatly reduce presence traﬃc
due to subscription refreshes. Also in the frame of subscriptions, other optimization strategies
such as event notification filtering (Lonnfors et al, 2006) and notification rate control (Niemi et al,
2012) help in impeding the notification flows due to presence publications. A PS can filter and
throttle the presence notifications generated as result of a publication in order to save traﬃc on the
network core. Equally, an RLS can serve to save RLMI notifications to resource list watchers.
Although these strategies are eﬃcient, presence publications are still not optimized and, hence,
processing resources at PSs and user devices, in addition to access link bandwidth, are wasted.
Facing this issue, in the present work, we attack the root causes of notification overflow in presence
services. We propose several strategies for reducing the number and size of presence publications.
These strategies are based on publication filters, which determine the presence changes that
trigger publications, the content of such publications and when to send them. Publication filters
save unnecessary traﬃc because, generally, watcher applications are not interested in users’ entire
presence. It is also highly probable that a presentity’s watchers have diﬀerent restrictions on the
update rate of his or her presence attributes. We propose multi-throttling to limit the number of
publications while abiding by watcher’s preferences on the rate of updates. Given that some
presence attributes change value faster than others, multi-throttling permits them to be published
at diﬀerent rates. This is extremely useful when attributes that change frequently are required at
low rates. For example, a location-based application can make presentities publish geographical
coordinates frequently without introducing unnecessary traﬃc due to changes in irrelevant
presence attributes. We also allow forcing presentities to publish some presence attributes at
minimum rates, which ensures that such attributes do not become obsolete at watcher applications.
In addition to publication filtering and rate control, we propose a pull approach to obtain presence
publications when presence updates are only needed occasionally. This method basically permits
Journal of Research and Practice in Information Technology, Vol. 46, No. 1, February 2014
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temporarily pausing presence publications and triggering one-time publications when necessary.
This paper is structured as follows. Section 2 outlines other works related to the subject. Section 3
describes our approach to publication filtering, which includes publication rate control and pull
requests. Section 4 presents the proposed extension of notification filters to be applied to presence
sources in addition to notifiers. Finally, Section 5 summarizes the main contributions of this work.

2. Related work
In the context of presence traﬃc optimization, the majority of research and proposed optimization
techniques tackle subscription-related traﬃc. However, it seems that the eﬀect of presence publications on presence systems has not eased suﬃciently. SIMPLE defined partial presence information (Niemi et al, 2008) to allow presentities to publish only the changes from the last publication,
instead of their entire presence information. SigComp (Price et al, 2003) and its presence-specific
dictionary (Garcia-Martin, 2008) can be used to compress PUBLISH messages. However, these
optimizations only reduce the size of presence publications, but not the number, and, hence, the
harmful notification flows that result from publications (see Figure 1) remain. There is no other
SIMPLE optimization of presence publications. Contrary to SIMPLE, the Open Mobile Alliance
(OMA), which has more concern for the radio interface, specifies throttling to be applied to
presence publications. OMA Presence Simple defines the SOURCE-THROTTLE-PUBLISH parameter, which indicates a minimum passive interval that must elapse between two presence
publications.
This parameter is configured in client devices via Over-The-Air (OTA) provisioning. OMA also
introduces Presence Network Agents (PNAs) (3GPP, 2009) into operator networks for saving
presence publications. These agents publish presence information that can be deduced from the
network on behalf of presentities. Unfortunately, there still is much information that cannot be
extracted from network services such as person-related information (e.g., mood and willingness).
Furthermore, some personal-related information such as geographical coordinates changes quite
frequently and involves, therefore, many publications over the air interface.
In the research community, only a few authors have addressed the need to reduce presence traﬃc
on wireless links due to presence publications. Brok et al (2006) point out the lack of strategies for
configuring requirements of urgency, cost, rate and accuracy in both notification filters and
presence sources. Facing this issue, they propose a hierarchical structure of servers within the IMS.
One of the major functions of these servers is to balance source publications based on the needs of
watchers. The authors highlight the need to allow watchers to only subscribe to the presence subsets of interest for saving unnecessary presence traﬃc. Brok (2006) defines a new event package
that allows presentities to subscribe to their PSs’ requirements of urgency, rate, cost, etc. Thus,
presentities should publish presence changes according to PS requirements. This IETF InternetDraft expired without any further progress because the benefits of this new subscription do not
make up for the overload and complexity it causes. In our own previous work (Beltran and
Paradells, 2008), we described a personal proxy that optimizes and reduces presence traﬃc
between user devices and the network. Regarding presence publications, this proxy is capable of
extending users’ presence documents with extra presence information about services and devices.
This frees user devices from the duty of generating rich presence information; only personalrelated information is published. We also studied the eﬃciency of partial presence and Wap Binary
Xml (WBXml) (W3C, 2011) at reducing the size of presence publications (Beltran and Paradells,
2008). We showed that these techniques reduced the size of presence documents by around 34%
6
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and 50%, respectively. In other work (Beltran and Paradells, 2010), we also analytically estimated
the amount of presence traﬃc that can be saved by applying throttle intervals to presence publications. We proposed a Markov model for calculating the presence traﬃc rate during each throttle
interval when a single and multiple intervals (i.e., multi-throttling) are applied to a presentity. We
found out that a single throttle interval reduces the presence traﬃc due to publications by 41%,
61%, 71% and 85% with intervals of 5, 10, 15 and 30 minutes, respectively. We also showed that
multi-throttling permits publishing the most important presence attributes frequently enough
while saving unnecessary presence publications of non-relevant attributes. In a later work (Beltran
and Paradells, 2012), we study how multi-throttling can be dynamically adapted in order to avoid
excessive delays in publishing. Besides traﬃc optimization, we consider the presence information’s
frequency of change to adjust throttling intervals over time.
In the context of presence subscriptions, as the SIP event framework (Roach, 2002) mandates, each
event package specification defines an absolute maximum on the rate at which notifications are
allowed to be generated by a single notifier. For example, the watcher-info event package
(Rosenberg, 2004b) recommends that the server generate notifications at a rate no faster than once
every five seconds, while the message-summary event package (Mahy, 2004) suggests a maximum
of one notification per second. However, the maximum rate of notifications is determined by the
notifier, not by subscribers. Niemi et al (2012) define notification rate control in the SIP event
framework, which allows a subscriber to set the maximum and minimum rate of event notifications
generated by the notifier. A subscriber can include a min-interval and max-interval header in a
SUBSCRIBE message, which means the desired minimum time (i.e., maximum rate) and maximum
time (i.e., minimum rate) between two notifications. Provided that there can be a single minimum
and maximum rate per subscription, all of the presence attributes are notified at the same rate.
Therefore, a subscription’s maximum and minimum rates should be according to the most urgent
presence attributes. In the case of the minimum rate, presence attributes that change frequently but
are not urgent will involve many unnecessary notifications. In the case of the maximum rate, the
urgent attributes will be notified every maximum interval, along with the rest of the presence
attributes. Thus, the notified presence documents will contain unnecessary information. This ineﬃcient performance is even worse in the case of RLS subscriptions since a resource list’s presence
information is composed of the presence attributes of all the presentities in the list. To the best of
our knowledge, no authors are concerned about diﬀerentiated rate control of presence attributes
in subscriptions. Event notification filtering (Lonnfors et al, 2006) has been defined for subscribers
to express what information presence notifications should include and when notifications should
be delivered. Mahy et al (2012) define new event filters for location information that are based on
movement, speed, entering or exiting a region, changes in address labels and types of location.
Mahy et al (2012) also propose setting up minimum and maximum times between two consecutive
location notifications (Niemi et al, 2012). However, as mentioned above, these times are applied to
the entire presence information, which is especially inadequate for location-based applications.
Geographical coordinates change very frequently and, therefore, if they were relevant for the
watcher, a low minimum and maximum rate would be required. In this case, all the presence information would be notified at such low rates. Even when geographical coordinates are not important,
a low minimum rate could be set because of other presence attributes that are more urgent. This
would involve notifying location information at such a low rate although it was not necessary.
Regarding pull models for presence information, SIMPLE inherently permits knowing a subscription’s resource state information instantaneously since every subscription request makes the
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notifier send a complete state notification. Without the need for subscription state, SIMPLE also
permits fetching resource state information from a notifier by sending a SUBSCRIBE message with
its expiration interval set to zero. The drawback of this SUBSCRIBE-based pull method is that
subscribers are still not able to pull particular presence attributes instead of the complete presence
information. In addition, this method is not appropriate to presentities since they are publishers
and are not therefore meant to act as notifiers. Thus, currently there is no means of polling presentities’s presence information. On the other hand, temporal pausing of notifications or publications
has been left out of consideration. Only Vakil and Parameswar (2008) address this problem within
presence subscriptions. They propose an extension to pause and un-pause notifications, and to
perform pull requests within an established subscription dialog. This is achieved by setting a new
header in SUBSCRIBE messages, whose possible values are “oﬀ”, “on” and “once” for pausing,
un-pausing and pulling, respectively. This method presents the same drawback as event throttling
and notification filtering: absence of fine-grained treatment for presence attributes. Although this
IETF Internet-Draft did not progress, to the best of our knowledge, there have not been more
proposals for pausing presence notifications or publications temporally.

3. Publication Filtering
The diverse nature of presence information reinforces the need for diﬀerentiated treatment of
presence attributes. Presence information can be composed of a diversity of information such as
location, profile, personal, device and service information. However, not all the information is
needed by watchers at any given time. Watchers are, therefore, likely to have diﬀerent preferences
about what presence attributes are more important and when these attributes are needed. For
example, a watcher may be very interested in location information, while mood or activities may
be insignificant. Presence information was conceived to be useful for watchers to establish communications with presentities. Therefore, the needs of watchers for presence attributes should be
taken into account to only request the needed information from presentities and so to save unnecessary traﬃc. Unfortunately, to date, there is no means for presence servers to regulate presence
publications based on watchers’ preferences or other policies. Therefore, we propose the extended
XML Schema for event notification filters described in Section 4 to be applied to presence sources.
This is an extension of the proposed standard event notification filters (Khartabil et al, 2006) and,
therefore, it allows us to specify 1) what presence attributes should be published and 2) what
presence changes are of interest (addition, removal and change of presence attributes). Our
contribution to this scheme oﬀers time-based control of presence attributes to presence servers
that can:
• establish minimum and maximum rates of publication of presence attributes;
• pause and un-pause publications of presence attributes;
• poll presence attributes when publications are paused; and
• trigger instantaneous publications of presence attributes.
We use the PUBLISH method to inform presentities about extended notification filters, which will
henceforth be called publication filtering. A presence server is, therefore, considered as a presentity
whose presence information consists of publication filters. Whenever a PS’s publication filters for
a presentity changes, it sends a PUBLISH message that contains the updated filters to the presentity.
As Lonnfors et al (2006) describe, the watcher should remove the filter by setting its remove
attribute to true and including the updated filter with a new identifier. Functional operation of
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Figure 2: Publication filtering

event state publication is given by Niemi (2004) and no adaptation is necessary. As depicted in
Figure 2, a presentity’s watchers send their notification filters to their RLSs that, in turn, resend
them to the presentity’s PS through SUBSCRIBE requests. Then, the PS should find a tradeoﬀ
between the requirements of all of the presentity’s watchers, create publication filters accordingly
and publish them to the presentity. Finding a tradeoﬀ between all of the watchers’ needs can be an
arduous task, if not impossible. However, the presence of watchers themselves is a sign of interest
in being notified and can help significantly in choosing suitable publication filters. States such as
online, busy and idle are indicators of a watcher’s interest in communicating and, hence, in getting
presence information about their presentities. For example, if all of a presentity’s watchers are
offline, generally there is no need to publish or, at least, publications should be sent much less
frequently. In this case, the PS can send the presentity a publication filter to pause publication of
any presence attribute or to set a longer minimum interval between any two consecutive
publications. In general, the greater the number of online watchers, the higher the probability of
the presentity’s presence information being useful. Even the conversation history can be useful to
deduce how interested a watcher is in a presentity’s presence. The more frequently the watcher
communicates with the presentity, the greater the probability of this watcher being interested in
the presentity’s presence information. Therefore, PSs can prioritize the watchers’ notification
filters based on the probability of each one actually watching the presentity. Presence servers
could choose more restrictive publication filters than those of watchers when optimizing presence
publications is crucial. For instance, if some presence attributes change too frequently, a presence
server could decide to request them from the presentity at higher rates. The presence of a presentity
is a significant parameter to consider for reducing the number of location updates. During working
hours, for example, when the user stays indoors (i.e., in his or her oﬀce), the PS could request
location updates at very low rates because location increments will be considerably smaller. When
the user finishes working, the PS could request presence updates at a higher rate.
Journal of Research and Practice in Information Technology, Vol. 46, No. 1, February 2014
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3.1 Multi-rate Control of Publications
Limiting the number of presence publications is highly recommended to reduce presence traﬃc in
scenarios where presence changes occur frequently. The most obvious use case is a presentity
publishing his or her geographical coordinates whenever they change. Setting a passive interval
between two publications, which is known as throttling, avoids floods of presence publications.
However, we should take into account the maximum delays that are acceptable by watchers
besides traﬃc optimization. Therefore, a presentity’s passive interval should be set such that
publications of the attributes that are most urgently needed by watchers are published frequently
enough. This involves publishing changes in a presentity’s entire presence information at the
lowest rate required by watchers. This single interval is especially inadequate in location-based
systems in which presentities’ geographical coordinates are crucial and, therefore, require very
low rates. In presence systems that do not need location updates frequently, this throttling
technique can be even more ineﬃcient because of a low minimum rate due to some other important
information. In this case, changes in geographical coordinates would trigger presence publications
at such a low rate although it is unnecessary. On the other hand, some location systems could
require periodic location updates, even if the location information has not changed or contains
uncertainty, for working appropriately. If we set a maximum interval that cannot elapse without
publications of location as described by Mahy et al (2012), whenever no location publications
occurred during such interval, a full-state publication must be sent. Again, non-necessary
information would be published at the same minimum rate. We solve this case by including finegrained multi-rate control in filters as Section 4.1 describes.
Apart from traﬃc optimization, throttling could be a means of ensuring privacy policies about
device-specific presence information such as location information. Let us consider a corporation

Figure 3: Aggregation of presence chances with throttling
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that provides its employees with a presence application to run on laptops and smart phones. Such
a presence application publishes employees’ presence information including geographical coordinates during working hours. This corporation has diﬀerent privacy policies on the employees’
location based on their position. Let us assume that any update in the location of the technical
people’s laptops is required instantaneously by the system. However, the location of the managers’
laptops is more protected and should be spread every one hour as minimum. Presence multi-rate
control constitutes a safe and neat solution in this scenario. Presence servers can set the proper
minimum publication rates of location for each of the employees’ devices. In this way, presentities
only disclose their location to their presence servers when necessary and presence servers are free
of handling low-level authorization rules every time a location update is received.
We denote the use of multiple minimum intervals as multi-throttling. Multi-throttling is an
eﬀective strategy for reducing the number of update messages that are sent. Figure 3 depicts what
happens when a minimum timer expires with full- and partial-state notifications. The left-hand
side shows the presence changes that occur at the notifier during the set interval. The right-hand
side shows the single update message that would be sent to the watchers with throttling. During
the throttle interval, all the changes are aggregated and, once the interval expires, they are sent
into a partial- or full-state document. A full-state notification contains all the presence information
in addition to the changes. In the case of partial-state notification, only the presence changes that
occur during the interval are sent and, therefore, it is more eﬃcient when consecutive changes in
the same attributes occur. With multi-throttling, in order to reduce the number of message updates
as much as possible, it is convenient to include any change in the entire presence information
whenever a message update is going to be sent. However, a minimum interval may be a means of
withholding some resource state information due to some privacy policy. Such a minimum
interval is mandatory in the sense that its associated state information should not be aggregated
into any other publication that is sent before this interval elapses. We classify control rate intervals
based on their goal, as shown below.

3.2 Pull Model
Currently, presence servers are not capable of pausing presence publications when it is necessary
to reduce presence traﬃc. However, pausing and un-pausing publications would be very convenient to reduce presence traﬃc on wireless links. A presentity’s presence publications can be
paused when his or her presence information is not useful for other entities as, for example, when
all the watchers are oﬄine. Temporarily pausing publications in location information can reduce
much presence traﬃc when frequent updates are not needed. For instance, a user in a meeting is
not supposed to change his or her location before the meeting finishes. Then, a PS could be aware
of the user’s schedule through his or her calendar and pause location updates until his or her
meeting finishes if traﬃc optimization was necessary. If the meeting’s end time is unknown, the
PS could throttle location updates at low rates until a significant location change occurs. On the
other hand, there is no means of requesting presentities to publish their presence information (or
a subset of it) immediately. This is because presence systems always adopt a push model in which
presentities proactively inform their presence servers of any change in their presence information
Journal of Research and Practice in Information Technology, Vol. 46, No. 1, February 2014
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However, a PS may need to know a presentity’s presence information immediately due to some
information loss or some watcher in urgent need of certain presence attributes. Pooling presence
information can be conveniently combined with publication pauses. For example, a presence
server could prefer to receive any change in person-related information but to pause publications
about device information that usually does not change. The presence server may poll device
information occasionally to verify that this information has not changed and, in other case, to force
the presentity to trigger a publication. In Section 4.2, we tackle this issue by defining new conditions
in notification filters.

4. Extended Notiﬁcation Filtering
Notification filters express what information is of interest (i.e., content of notifications) and when
this should be notified (i.e., trigger conditions). The notification filters’ XML Schema (Khartabil et
al, 2006) states that a filter can contain one or more trigger elements as well as one what element.
The former describes the trigger conditions that must be satisfied to send a notification and the
latter the content of such a notification. Any filter must contain either a non-empty trigger or what
element. If a filter does not contain any trigger condition, any change in the resource state
information described by the what element triggers a notification. If there is more than one trigger
condition, all of them must be satisfied to send a notification. In the case that the what element is
absent, the notifications include all the resource state information. Khartabil et al (2006) define
three kinds of trigger conditions: changed, added and removed. We envision notification filters as
a tool for not only expressing watchers’ preferences but also for optimizing presence traﬃc. For
this purpose, fine-grained control of the timing of presence notifications would be very helpful
since the needs of watchers significantly vary over time. To address this issue, we extend the
above-mentioned XML Schema with new tags that allow (1) controlling the notification rate,
(2) temporarily pausing and un-pausing notifications and (3) triggering one-time notifications.
Below, the proposed XML elements min-interval, max-interval, once, and never are shown, which
are defined within the complex type TriggerType. We propose the new XML namespace
urn:ietf:params:xml:ns:simple-filter:timing for this extension. Sections 4.1 and 4.2 describe the
proposed elements, and Section 4.3 shows an example document.
<xs:complexTypename="TriggerType">
<xs:sequence>
<xs:elementname="changed"type="ChangedType"
minOccurs="0"maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
<xs:elementname="added"type="xs:string"
minOccurs="0"maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
<xs:elementname="removed"type="xs:string"
minOccurs="0"maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
<xs:elementname="max-interval"type="MaxIntervalType"
minOccurs="0"maxOccurs="1"/>
<xs:elementname="min-interval"type="MinIntervalType"
minOccurs="0"maxOccurs="1"/>
<xs:anynamespace="##other"processContents="lax"
minOccurs="0"maxOccurs="unbounded"/>
<xs:elementname="once"type="OnceType"
minOccurs="0"maxOccurs="1"/>
<xs:elementname="never"type="empty"
minOccurs="0"maxOccurs="1"/>
</xs:sequence>
<xs:complexTypename="MinIntervalType"type=xs:nonNegativeInteger>
<xs:attributename=mandatorytype=xs:booleanuse=optional>
<xs:attributename=unittype=xs:stringuse=optional>
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</xs:complexType>
<xs:complexTypename="MaxIntervalType"type=xs:nonNegativeInteger>
<xs:attributename=unittype=xs:stringuse=optional>
</xs:complexType>
<xs:complexTypename="OnceType"type=empty>
<xs:attributename=Suppress-If-Matchtype=xs:stringuse=optional>
</xs:complexType>
</xs:complexType>

4.1 Min-interval and Max-interval Trigger Conditions
We use notification filters for controlling a notifier’s rate of notifications with minimum and
maximum time intervals. This multi-rate mechanism reduces the number of times that nonimportant presence attributes are notified while keeping low notification rates for more relevant
attributes. Given the diversity of information that resource lists can enclose, this mechanism
would greatly reduce presence traﬃc between watchers and their RLSs. For instance, it is
reasonable that, during working hours, workmates’ presence information is more relevant than
that of friends. Thus, an RLS could set a long minimum interval to relatives while leaving
workmates out of rate control (i.e., their presence updates are received instantaneously). As per
the approach of Niemi et al (2012), we consider two types of rate control interval: a minimum
interval for limiting the number of notifications and a maximum interval for ensuring notifications.
The main shortcoming of the previous approach (Niemi et al, 2012) is its inability to associate
multiple minimum or maximum intervals with a notifier. Facing the need for a diﬀerentiated
treatment of attributes, we add rate control intervals to notification filters’ trigger conditions. We
define the min-interval and max-interval XML elements, which naturally implements multi-rate
since trigger conditions are bound to particular pieces of a resource’s state information. If a
notification filter contains a rate control condition, a timer is created, set to the specified interval
and restarted after every timeout. When a timeout occurs, if the condition is max-interval and a
notification of the state information described by the filter’s what element was not sent since the
last timeout, a notification is triggered. If the condition is min-interval, no notifications of the state
information described by the filter’s what element are allowed during the minimum interval.
Therefore, when a timeout occurs, any change in such information that occurred after the last
timeout is notified. The min-interval trigger condition can include the attribute mandatory in
order to state that the set minimum interval is mandatory. As Section 3.1 described, a minimum
interval is mandatory when the associated presence information cannot be aggregated into any
other presence state update sent before this interval expires due to some privacy reasons. The mininterval and max-interval trigger conditions can specify the set interval’s unit time although the
default value is seconds.
A watcher should take the following steps to include max-interval and min-interval trigger
conditions into notification filters. Let us assume that a trigger element is created for each rate
control interval that is meant to control a set P of the total resource state information. If P contains
the total resource state information and a filter without a what element already exists, the trigger
is added to this filter. Otherwise, a new filter with no what element but including the trigger
should be created. If P is a subset of the resource state information and a filter contains a what
element that only includes P , the trigger is added to this filter. Otherwise, a new filter with the
trigger and a what element that only contains P is created. Control rate conditions are compatible
with the changed, added and removed conditions specified elsewhere (Khartabil et al, 2006).
Notifications of certain presence information can be triggered by either of these trigger conditions
and control rate conditions simultaneously. Changed, added and removed trigger conditions
Journal of Research and Practice in Information Technology, Vol. 46, No. 1, February 2014
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determine the presence changes of interest while control rate conditions determine at what times
to notify such presence changes.

4.2 Never and Once Trigger Conditions
The vast majority of presence models use a push approach to inform watchers of presentities’
presence information. This means that a watcher is notified every time his or her presentities’
presence information changes. On the contrary, in a pull model, no proactive notifications are sent
but the watcher polls for the presence information when necessary. Generally, the push model is
more suitable for presence systems. However, when traﬃc optimization is needed, the pull model
can be more eﬃcient than the push one in some circumstances. For example, when the user is not
active (e.g., the mobile presence application is in the background, the PC is locked, etc.), presence
notifications can be paused and un-paused once the user becomes active again. Event notification
filtering can be a means of pausing and un-pausing notifications of certain presence information.
However, as notification filters rely on presence documents’ XML structure, this mechanism
would not be trivial and would require more complex composition of filters. In the best case,
notifications could be enabled and disabled by setting a filter’s enable attribute to true and false
(Khartabil et al, 2006). However, most of the times the information to be disabled shares its XML
root (e.g., tuple, person or device) with some other information that must be notified. In this case,
the watcher should add and remove exclude elements (Khartabil et al, 2006) in other existing
filters. To free watchers and notifiers of the burden of this complex processing, we propose pausing
and un-pausing notifications of particular presence attributes by means of a new trigger condition
in notification filters. This trigger condition is defined by the XML element never within the XML
complex type TriggerType as previously shown. When this trigger condition is present in a
notification filter, it disables notification of the presence information described by the filter’s what
element. Therefore, when some other information changes, the notifier must not include the
information described by the what element into the resulting notification. If the filter containing a
never condition does not include a what element, notifications for changes in the entire presence
information are paused. If the watcher wishes to un-pause notifications, he or she only needs to
update the filter not to have the never condition. As Lonnfors et al (2006) describe, the watcher
should remove the filter by setting its remove attribute to true and including the updated filter
with a new identifier. The never conditions should not be combined with control rate conditions
or those defined by Khartabil et al (2006). If the notifier finds a filter containing such a combination,
the never condition prevails against the others.
When notifications are disabled, the watcher could need sporadic information updates without
enabling notifications again. Although re-subscription requests can be used to trigger a full-state
notification, it includes all the presence information. We define the XML element once within the
XML complex type TriggerType as previously shown. Combining this trigger condition with
conditional event notifications allows disabling full-state notification completely and pulling the
presence attributes of interest when necessary. The once trigger conditions in notifications filters
can be used only if notifications for refreshes are suppressed through conditional event notification
(Niemi, 2009). This strategy defines a Suppress-If-Match attribute to be added to re-subscription
requests that correspond to the full-state resource information. When a notifier sees this attribute
in a re-subscription request, it checks its value against the local tag of the resource information. In
the case of matching, no change occurred from the last notification and, hence, no notification is
sent to the subscriber. A once trigger condition in a notification filter forces the notifier to notify
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the information described by the filter’s what element. If the what element is not present, all the
resource information is notified. A once trigger conditions can also include a Suppress-If-Match
attribute, which means the same as that in conditional event notifications. If this is present, a
notification is sent only if a change occurred in the specified attributes by the what element or in
the entire presence information. The Suppress-If-Match attribute determines the version of the
full-state presence information that was last notified and the procedure for setting its value is
described by Niemi (2009). Basically, the notifier adds a SIP-ETag header to all NOTIFY messages,
whose value indicates the current notified presence state information. The watcher must set a
Suppress-If-Match value as the last seen value of SIP-ETag. The once trigger condition is the only
trigger type that can coexist with a never trigger in a notification filter. This combination actually
is the enabler of the proposed push model for presence notifications. However, once conditions
can also trigger one-time notifications of information that has not been paused previously. Then,
notification filters with once trigger conditions constitute a complement to conditional event
notification. This allows pulling certain presence attributes, probably due to information loss or
unexpected requirements, while keeping notifications for refreshes disabled.

4.3 Example Filter Document
An example document is shown below. The watcher could be either a user subscribing to his or
her RLS or a PS filtering a presentity’s publications as described in Section 3. The watcher is
interested in the presentity’s entire presence information. However, due to traﬃc optimization,
updates in location information are required only every 30 minutes. The user-input element is
defined by Schulzrinne et al (2006) as the usage state of the service and device, based on human
user inputs as for example keyboard, pointing device or voice. This element can assume one of
two values, namely, active and idle. It is expected that this element can change very frequently,
especially for mobile devices. In our use case, the watcher is not very interested in this information
and, therefore, notifications of the user-input element are paused until traﬃc optimization is no
longer necessary.
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5. Conclusions
We presented the need to reduce the great amount of presence traﬃc that presence applications
generate for making presence service scalable in Next Generation Networks. Presence publications
play a relevant role in presence traﬃc overload since each publication involves sending and
receiving messages by all of the components of a presence system: the presentity that makes the
change, the Presence Sever and Resource List Servers that bind the presentity to its watchers, and
finally the watchers. Therefore, optimizing presence publications would be very eﬀective at
reducing the overload on the network and user devices. This traﬃc reduction is even more
advantageous in mobile devices with scarce processing and memory resources. To face this need,
we proposed applying SIMPLE event notification filters to presence sources, which we call publication filtering. We proposed the SIP PUBLISH method for implementing publication filtering
and provide some guidelines for presence servers to find suitable publication filters. In our
opinion, filtering of presence publications is a necessary strategy to optimize the overall presence
service. This tells presentities what information is important and when it should be published. On
the one hand, publication filtering prevents the publication of information that is not needed.
On the other hand, it can ensure that the needed information is published according to certain
threshold conditions. We proposed an extended XML Schema for notification filters, which
introduces:
1. New trigger conditions for controlling the rate of publications. These trigger conditions set
minimum or maximum intervals between two consecutive notifications. In the case of a
minimum interval, no notifications can be triggered before this interval expires. In the case of
a maximum interval, if no notification was sent during this interval, a notification is triggered
regardless of whether the information changed or not. Notification rate control is already being
considered in the SIMPLE working group. However, currently it has two important shortcomings. First, it is applied to all resource state information homogeneously and, hence, all a
resource’s presence information (e.g, a resource list) is notified at the same rate. Second, the
application of this strategy is limited to subscriptions and hence it is not possible to regulate
presentities’ publications. To solve this problem, we included control rate conditions in notification filters, which allows fine-grained multi-rate control of notifications and publications.
When applying throttling for traﬃc optimization, we should avoid watchers from perceiving
delays. When a watcher perceives a delay, it means that it accesses obsolete values of presence
attributes because they are not updated frequently enough. This can lead the watcher to
undesirable behaviors and, therefore, a tradeoﬀ between traﬃc optimization and the watcher’s
needs should be found. Our strategy helps in finding such tradeoﬀ since multiple minimum
and maximum intervals can be established for a resource. Another issue to consider when a
minimum interval is applied is that watcher applications are unable to know what changes
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have taken place in the presence information during the set interval. Watcher applications get
only the last value of a modified presence attribute when the interval expires. Therefore, when
knowledge of all changes in a particular attribute is crucial, the use of a minimum interval is
strongly discouraged.
2. New trigger conditions for pausing and un-pausing notifications or publications of presence
attributes. Another trigger condition allows pulling particular presence attributes while
keeping notifications or publications paused. These new trigger conditions are enablers of a
pull approach to obtain presence information, which is very convenient to optimize presence
traﬃc in some circumstances. Besides pause intervals, the extended XML Schema for
notification filters also allows requesting information from presentities.
Throughout this paper, we mentioned multiple use cases in which the extended XML Schema for
notification filters would be useful for optimizing presence publications as well as presence
notifications. However, we envision a major applicability in location-based systems where location
updates occur very frequently and are spread in a timely fashion over the network. Regardless of
the rest of the presence information, our approach permits controlling the rate of location updates
and to pause, un-pause and pull them when necessary. Regarding presence notifications, we are
conscious that the proposed attribute-based rate control presents scalability issues and adds some
complexity to the PS. The PS would need to handle multiple maximum notification rates for each
watcher subscribed to a presentity. As the number of watchers and presentities increases, this
approach becomes unfeasible. Moreover, processing of notification filters may require a considerable amount of computation (Lonnfors et al, 2006). Thus, we envision attribute-based notification
rate control to be used in small-scale scenarios such as corporations. However, the proposed
publication rate control does not entail any scalability issue since each presentity handles the rates
associated to its presence attributes independently, in a distributed manner.
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